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iron man is portrayed in the marvel cinematic universe by robert downey jr. iron
man is tony stark. his father, howard stark, invented the first suit of armor and
birthed stark industries. however, howard perished in a plane crash, and his death
left tony with a lifetime of guilt. tony turned to science for a solution to feel better
about his past, but during his quest he builds the iron man suit. the iron man suit is
powered by tony stark himself. his extremis physiology gives him enhanced
strength, agility, and durability. the suit is controlled with his mind, and can
withstand extreme forces. this is accomplished through the use of stark technology,
which uses nano-molecular circuitry to make his body impervious to injury and to
create a field that repels projectiles. tony can also use his suit to project force fields,
which can become repulsors, lasers, and other forms. the iron man debuted in 1966
as a supporting character in tales of suspense #39. the iron man features in the
original fantastic four (april 1966), and in subsequent issues of marvel super-heroes
#3, 4 and 5. the iron man received his own title in issue #16. during the initial
period, the character of the iron man was based on the character of the iron man, a
fictional character appearing in american comic books published by marvel comics.
in this version, the iron man is a scientist who invents a robot armor which he can
use to fight crime. his armor is destroyed by the alien race known as the kree and he
is forced to rebuild it in an attempt to find a cure for his illness. during the initial
period, the iron man operated in the united states. in the aftermath of the
kree/shi'ar war, an extraterrestrial race known as the shi'ar seized stark industries,
and he was forced to relocate his lab to nevada. for a time, the iron man operated in
a semi-independent capacity, but he was later absorbed into the new avengers
team.
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so whats different about this movie? well besides the fact that the villain is a villain,
and not tony stark, its obvious that they are making this movie for the big screen,
not the small screen. the plot is far more complex and they do not skimp on any of
the characters. it is hard to think that this movie was made for tv. i hope that this is

not the case as this movie is a great improvement over the previous iron man
movies. i will not be able to speak to this movies action or humor, as i havent seen
it. so lets get to the good stuff, lets talk about the characters. robert downey jr. is

back as tony stark/iron man, and he is as charismatic as ever. he was also the best
actor of the previous iron man movies. he brings his usual energy, wit, and charm.
he also has some help from his friends. but what else can you expect from a movie
about iron man? his girlfriend, played by gwyneth paltrow is the perfect woman to
spend your life with. she is also smart, fun, and has a good heart. she is extremely

supportive and loyal. i also loved that they made her a scientist at stark industries. it
was good to see that they did not turn her into a stereotypical housewife. in fact,

she is more of a nerd than tony is. this is a good thing. she brings a balance of fun to
the relationship. we also get to see tony’s parents, played by richard dreyfuss and
rebecca hall, who are surprisingly good actors. they also are great people. the rest

of the cast is great. there are a few newcomers. i cant tell if these are real
characters or just cameos, but they are good. i would love to see them in a real

movie. i hope that the marvel movie company makes more in the future.
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